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Abstract
In this paper a compact representation of the reachability graph of a Petri net is proposed. The transition
set of a Petri net is partitioned into the subsets of explicit and implicit transitions, in such a way that the
subnet induced by implicit transitions does not contain directed cycles. The firing of implicit transitions can
be abstracted so that the reachability set of the net can be completely characterized by a subset of reachable
markings called basis makings. We show that to determine a max-cardinality-TI basis partition is an NP-
hard problem, but a max-set-TI basis partition can be determined in polynomial time. The generalized
version of the marking reachability problem in a Petri net can be solved by a practically efficient algorithm
based on the basis reachability graph. Finally this approach is further extended to unbounded nets.
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1 Introduction
Petri nets have been proposed as a fundamental model for Discrete Event Systems in a wide variety of appli-
cations and have been an asset to reduce the computational complexity involved in solving control problems.
Among the methods that have been developed for the analysis of a Petri net, those based on reachability
analysis are of particular importance. Typically they require solving the marking reachability problem, i.e.,
determining if a given marking is reachable from the initial one. It plays an important role in Petri net theory
since many properties like liveness and deadlock-freeness require the reachability analysis of a system, and
many other problems like supervisor design [1, 2], deadlock avoidance [3, 4], and controllability analysis
[5, 6, 7] are equivalent or can be reduced to the marking reachability problem.
Although the marking reachability problem is decidable [8], it has been proved to be EXPSPACE-hard
for arbitrary Petri nets [9]. In some restrictive subclasses of Petri nets, such as acyclic nets, the marking
reachability problem can be determined by solving an integer linear programming problem (ILPP), and in
state machines and marked graphs it can be solved in polynomial time [10]. As a result, people have turned
to seeking non-polynomial but practically efficient methods to reduce the computational load.
The binary decision diagrams (BDD) method by Pastor et al. [11] encodes markings by a series of 0-
1 boolean variables, and hence some property-checking problems can be solved by the symbolic traverse
technique. However, it is not straightforward to reconstruct the behavior of the net, since the data structure of
the BDD is based on P-invariants.
The stubborn set method by Valmari [12] works for Petri nets with identical concurrent structures, e.g.,
several identical workflows are triggered simultaneously and run in parallel such that markings can be ab-
stracted by the submarkings of one workflow instead of many. However, the requirement that all workflows
have identical structure is a very restrictive assumption that limits the applicability of this approach.
In [13, 14] a subnet can be reduced into a single transition while preserving properties such as the bound-
edness. In [15] by creating a “dependency graph” some substructures can be removed without changing the
reachability property. However, these approaches also highly rely on some particular substructures of the net.
There are other methods including modular analysis [16] and multi-agent systems [17] that have shown
good performance in particular cases. Moreover, some alternative methods have been developed to circum-
vent the marking reachability issue. For instance, in S3PR nets siphon analysis can be used to determine if
deadlock markings are reachable [18, 19, 20].
Recently a state compression approach [21, 22] proposed by Cabasino et al. has been used for state
estimation and fault diagnosis in Petri nets with observable and unobservable transitions. The advantages
of this technique is that only part of the reachability space, the namely basis markings, is enumerated; all
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other markings reachable from them by firing only unobservable transitions can be characterized by a linear
system. This method can be effectively used to solve the related controllability [6] and opacity problems
[23, 24].
In this paper, we show that this approach can be generalized to provide a compact representation of the
reachability set of a given Petri net. In particular, we present a practically efficient algorithm to solve the
marking reachability problem, where only a subset of the reachable markings is enumerated. The proposed
approach has wide applicability since it works for Petri nets with quite general structures. The main features
of this approach are summarized as follows.
First, the transition set is partitioned into two disjoint sets called the explicit transition set and the implicit
transition set, where the subnet induced by implicit transitions is acyclic, i.e., there exists no cycle of implicit
transitions. A method to compute minimal explanation vectors for explicit transitions is proposed, and then
a subset of reachable markings called basis markings is computed and the corresponding basis reachabil-
ity graph (BRG) is constructed. We show that the BRG can be used to represent all reachable markings.
Moreover, it also preserves the information of the firing sequences of the net, since the firing of all explicit
transitions is directly recorded while the firing of implicit transitions can be easily reconstructed from the
state equation.
Second, we prove that the number of basis markings decreases monotonically when the implicit transition
set grows. Hence it is preferable to determine an implicit transition set as large as possible. However, we also
prove that to find an implicit transition set with maximum cardinality is unfortunately NP-hard with respect
to the scale of the plant net. Hence we propose an algorithm to find a maximal implicit transition set in
polynomial time.
Third, we consider the problem to determine a firing sequence with a minimal cost to reach a target
marking set defined by an OR-AND GMEC (its definition is given in Section V) in a given marked Petri net
〈N,M0〉. We show that if the net has a finite number of basis markings with respect to some basis partition,
then the problem to determine a firing sequence with the minimal cost can be solved by first transforming the
BRG into a basis cost graph and then solving the shortest path problem in it.
At the end of this paper we study the finiteness of the basis marking graph. If a net does not contain source
transitions, then its BRG is finite if and only if the net is bounded. If the net contains source transitions, we
introduce the complete minimal explanation set and propose a construct called the potential explanation net,
which allows us to determine the finiteness of the BRG. This approach extends the applicability of BRG to
unbounded systems by introducing a stopping criterion during its construction.
This paper is organized in seven sections. The basics of Petri nets are recalled in Section II. Section III
gives the notions of minimal explanations, basis markings, and the construction of the basis reachability
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graph. In Section IV the problem of finding a max-cardinality-TI basis partition is proved to be NP-hard, and
an algorithm to compute a max-set-TI basis partition is proposed. In Section V an algorithm is developed
to solve the generalized marking reachability problem. In Section VI the BRG approach is extended to
unbounded systems. Conclusions are reached in Section VII.
2 Preliminaries
A Petri net is a four-tuple N = (P, T, Pre, Post), where P is a set of m places represented by circles; T
is a set of n transitions represented by bars; Pre : P × T → N and Post : P × T → N are the pre-
and post-incidence functions, respectively, that specify the arcs in the net and are represented as matrices in
Nm×n (here N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}). The incidence matrix of a net is defined by C = Post−Pre ∈ Zm×n (here
Z = {0,±1,±2, . . .}).
For a transition t ∈ T we define the set of its input places as •t = {p ∈ P | Pre(p, t) > 0} and the set of
its output places as t• = {p ∈ P | Post(p, t) > 0}. The notions for •p and p• are analogously defined.
A marking is a vector M : P → N that assigns to each place of a Petri net a non-negative integer number
of tokens, represented by black dots and can also be represented as an m-component vector. We denote by
M(p) the marking of place p. A marked net 〈N,M0〉 is a net N with an initial marking M0. We denote by
R(N,M0) the set of all markings reachable from the initial one. We also use x1p1 + · · · + xnpn to denote
the marking [x1, . . . , xn]T for simplicity.
A transition t is enabled at M if M ≥ Pre(·, t) and may fire reaching a new marking M ′ = M +C(·, t).
We write M [σ〉 to denote that the sequence of transitions σ is enabled at M , and we write M [σ〉M ′ to denote
that the firing of σ yields M ′. The vector yσ is the Parikh vector of σ ∈ T ∗, i.e., yσ(t) = k if transition t
appears k times in σ.
Given a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) we say that Nˆ = (Pˆ , Tˆ , Pˆ re, Pˆ ost) is a subnet of N if Pˆ ⊆ P ,
Tˆ ⊆ T and Pˆ re (resp., Pˆ ost) is the restriction of Pre (resp., Post) to Pˆ × Tˆ . In particular, a TI -induced
subnet is the net (P, TI , Pˆ re, Pˆ ost) where TI ⊂ T , and we useCI to denote the incidence matrixC restricted
to P × TI .
A Petri net 〈N,M0〉 is said to be bounded if there exists an integer K ∈ N such that ∀M ∈ R(N,M0)
and ∀p ∈ P , M(p) ≤ K holds. A net N is structurally bounded if for any M0 ∈ Nm, the marked net
〈N,M0〉 is bounded.
A graph is denoted as G = (V, E) where V and E are the set of vertices and edges, respectively.
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3 Basis Markings and Basis Reachability Graphs
In the work of Cabasino et al. [21, 22], a compact way to represent the reachability set of a Petri net is
proposed to solve diagnosis problems. In their approach the transition set T is partitioned into the observable
transition set To and the unobservable transition set Tuo, the latter of which also includes fault transitions. In
[21, 22] only a subset of the reachable markings, called basis markings, is computed, and a non-deterministic
finite state automaton called basis reachability graph (BRG) is constructed, in which each state corresponds
to a basis marking. All non-basis markings and the unobservable firing sequences can be characterized by
the solution of a set of linear equalities depending on the basis markings.
The original BRG approach has only been applied to the issues related to the observability, e.g., diagnos-
ability problems and related opacity problems [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In this paper we show that a similar
approach based on the construction of a BRG provides a practically efficient approach to solve the general
reachability problem. Although the term basis reachability graph was used in [21] by one of us, it would be
appropriate to rename the structure proposed in [21] as “Diagnosis BRG” since it contains additional infor-
mation tailored for the analysis of diagnosis and diagnosability properties. On the contrary, the BRG we use
in this paper is a more fundamental structure that only contains basis markings.
3.1 Basis Partitions and Minimal Explanations
Definition 1 Given a Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), a pair pi = (TE , TI) is called a basis partition of T
if (1) TI ⊆ T , TE = T \ TI ; and (2) the TI -induced subnet is acyclic. In a basis partition (TE , TI), the sets
TE and TI are called the explicit transition set and the implicit transition set, respectively. 
In plain words, a basis partition is a partition of T into TE and TI such that the TI -induced subnet is
acyclic. Note that the terms “explicit” and “implicit” are not related to the physical meaning of the transitions.
We denote |TE | = nE and |TI | = nI .
Definition 2 Given a Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), a marking M , and a
transition t ∈ TE , we define
Σ(M, t) = {σ ∈ T ∗I |M [σ〉M ′,M ′ ≥ Pre(·, t)}
the set of explanations of t at M , and we define
Y (M, t) = {yσ ∈ NnI | σ ∈ Σ(M, t)}
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the set of explanation vectors. 
The physical meaning of Σ(M, t) is the following: from M if we want to enable the explicit transition t
by firing only implicit transitions, then some sequence σ ∈ Σ(M, t) must fire. The set Y (M, t) is composed
of the firing vectors associated to the firing sequences in Σ(M, t).
Definition 3 Given a Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), a marking M , and a
transition t ∈ TE , we define
Σmin(M, t) = {σ ∈ Σ(M, t) | @σ′ ∈ Σ(M, t) : yσ′  yσ}
the set of minimal explanations of t at M , and we define
Ymin(M, t) = {yσ ∈ NnI | σ ∈ Σmin(M, t)}
the corresponding set of minimal explanation vectors. 
In plain words, Σmin(M, t) is the set of sequences in Σ(M, t) with minimal firing sequences and Ymin(M, t)
is the set of these minimal firing vectors. The two notions will be used to define basis markings. Typically
Σmin(M, t) is not a singleton, since there are possibly multiple minimal sequences σ ∈ T ∗I that can enable
the explicit transition t, which implies that Ymin(M, t) is neither a singleton in general. By [27], if the TI -
induced subnet is acyclic and backward-conflict-free (i.e., each place has at most one input transition), then
Ymin(M, t) is a singleton. If Σ(M, t) = Σmin(M, t) = ∅ (which implies that Y (M, t) = Ymin(M, t) = ∅),
then from M one cannot enable t by firing only implicit transitions.
The following algorithm can be used to compute Ymin(M, t) for a given marking M and an explicit
transition t [21, 28].
For economy of space, we do not present an example to illustrate Algorithm 1, but examples can be found
in [21] and [28]. In plain words, Algorithm 1 iteratively searches and enumerates all possible firing vectors
yσ ∈ NnI in a breadth-first way such that σ is an explanation of t, i.e., M [σ〉M ′[t〉, since for any index i∗
the following equality holds1:
A(i∗, ·) = M + CI ·B(i∗, ·)− Pre(·, t).
The condition A(i∗, j∗) < 0 and X+ = ∅ means that the number of tokens in place pj∗ is not sufficient and
cannot be increased by firing any implicit transition, which implies that there does not exist any explanation
whose firing vector y ≥ B(i∗, ·) so that row i∗ can be discarded.
1We use A(x, ·) and B(x, ·) to denote the x-th row of the matrix A and B, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Calculation of Ymin(M, t) [Algorithm 3.5 in [28]]
Input: A Petri net N , a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), a marking M , and t ∈ TE
Output: Ymin(M, t)
1: Let Γ =
[
CTI InI×nI
A B
]
where A = (M − Pre(·, t))T , B = 0TnI ;
2: while A  0 do
3: Choose an element A(i∗, j∗) < 0;
4: Let X+ = {i | CTI (i, j∗) > 0};
5: if X+ = ∅, then
6: delete [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)] from [A | B], goto Step 2;
7: end if
8: for all i ∈ X+, do
9: add to [A | B] a new row [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·) + Γ(i, ·)];
10: end for
11: Delete row [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)] from [A | B];
12: end while
13: Let Y be the set of row vectors in B;
14: Let Ymin(M, t) be the set of minimal elements in Y . Output Ymin(M, t).
In the next subsection we define the BRG which can be constructed by these methods if the net is bounded.
Moreover, in Section VI we present a more general approach to compute Ymin which can be applied to
construct the BRG of unbounded nets.
3.2 Basis Markings and Basis Reachability Graph
The definition of basis markings can be given in an iterative way as follows.
Definition 4 Given a Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) with an initial marking M0 and a basis partition
pi = (TE , TI), its basis marking setM(N,M0, pi) is defined as follows:
• M0 ∈M(N,M0, pi);
• If M ∈M(N,M0, pi), then ∀t ∈ TE , ∀y ∈ Ymin(M, t),
(M ′ = M + CI · y + C(·, t))⇒ (M ′ ∈M(N,M0, pi)).
A marking M inM(N,M0, pi) is called a basis marking of 〈N,M0〉 with respect to pi = (TE , TI). 
In other words, the set of basis markings contains the initial marking. All other markings in the set are
reachable from another basis marking by firing a sequence σIt where t ∈ TE is an explicit transition and the
sequence σI ∈ T ∗I is its minimal explanation.
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For different basis partitions the corresponding basis markings are different. However, to simplify the
notations in the sequel we denoteM(N,M0, pi) asM without specifying its net and the basis partition, in
case that there is no confusion. Moreover, from the definition ofM it is trivial thatM ⊆ R(N,M0). Now
we present an algorithm to construct the Basis Reachability Graph (BRG) of a given bounded Petri net and a
basis partition.
Definition 5 Given a bounded net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) with an initial marking M0 and a basis partition
pi = (TE , TI), its basis reachability graph (BRG) is a non-deterministic finite state automaton B output by
Algorithm 2. The BRG B is a quadruple (M, T r,∆,M0), where:
• the state setM is the set of basis markings;
• the event set Tr is the set of pairs (t, y) ∈ TE × NnI ;
• the transition relation ∆ is:
∆ = {(M1, (t, y),M2) | t ∈ TE , y ∈ Ymin(M1, t),
M2 = M1 + CI · y + C(·, t)}
• the initial state is the initial marking M0.

Algorithm 2 Construction of a basis reachability graph
Input: A marked Petri net 〈N,M0〉 and a basis partition pi = (TE , TI)
Output: A BRG B = (M, T r,∆,M0)
1: LetM = ∅ andMnew = {M0};
2: whileMnew 6= ∅ do
3: Select a state M ∈Mnew;
4: for all t ∈ TE , do
5: Compute Ymin(M, t);
6: for all y ∈ Ymin(M, t), do
7: Let Mˆ = M + CI · y + C(·, t);
8: if @Mˆ ∈M∪Mnew then
9: LetMnew =Mnew ∪ {Mˆ};
10: end if
11: Let ∆ = ∆ ∪ (M, (t, y), Mˆ);
12: end for
13: end for
14: LetM =M∪ {M};
15: LetMnew =Mnew \ {M};
16: end while
17: Output B = (M, T r,∆,M0).
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p1 p2 p3 p4
p5
p8
p9 p10
t7
s
s p6 p7
v
t1 t2 t3
t8
t4
t6
t5
Figure 1: A parameterized Petri net plant.
[2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0]
[1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0] [2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0]
[0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0] [2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0][1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0]
[0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0] [1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0]
[0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0]
[1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0]
[0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0] [1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0][0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0]
[0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0]
Mb0 = M0
Mb1 Mb2
Mb3 Mb4 Mb5
Mb7
Mb11
Mb6Mb9 Mb12
Mb13
Mb10
Mb8
(t1, •) (t4, •) (t7, •) 
Figure 2: The BRG B of the net in Figure 1 for TE = {t1, t4, t7} and TI = {t2, t3, t5, t6, t8}.
Algorithm 2 works in the following way. Initially, the initial markingM0 is added toMnew to denote that
it is not checked yet. In the iteration cycle, ifMnew is not empty, then a markingM inMnew is selected. For
each explicit transition t ∈ TE the set Ymin(M, t) is calculated, and for each y ∈ Ymin(M, t), a new marking
Mˆ = M +CI ·y +C(·, t) is added toMnew if Mˆ is neither inM nor inMnew. Then the transition relation
∆(M, (t, y),M ′) is defined. FinallyM is moved fromMnew toM to denote thatM has been checked. This
procedure runs iteratively until there is no unchecked marking inMnew. The BRG of a net 〈N,M0〉 with
basis partition pi is denoted by B(N,M0, pi), and when no confusion can arises we simply denote it as B.
By M ⊆ R(N,M0), if 〈N,M0〉 is bounded, then Algorithm 2 terminates in a finite time. For an
unbounded net, the basis marking setM can be either finite or infinite, as discussed in Section VI.
Example 1 Consider the Petri net in Figure 1 with a parameterized initial marking M0, i.e., M0(p1) =
M0(p5) = s, M0(p9) = v, and M0(p) = 0 for other places. This net models a system that contains two
workflows (p1t1p2t2p3t3p4 and p5t4p6t5p7t7p8) that produce two types of parts to be assembled (transition
t8). Both workflows have capacity s. A special machine, represented by t6, can process raw parts from the
buffers p1 and p6 simultaneously and output the machined parts into p3 and p7, respectively. Two monitors
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represented by places p9 and p10 enforce a control policy that the numbers of parts in buffers p4 and p8
should not differ too much, i.e., M(p4)−M(p8) ≤ v and M(p8)−M(p0) ≤ 0.
Now consider this net with the instance s = 2 and v = 1. The reachability graph of the net instance
has 67 reachable markings, which is too complex to be graphically presented here. However, under a basis
partition pi = (TE , TI) with TE = {t1, t4, t7} and TI = {t2, t3, t5, t6, t8}, the resulting BRG has only 14
basis markings, as shown in Figure 2. 
3.3 Properties of BRG
In the following we show that the BRG preserves the reachability and the information about the firing se-
quences of the net.
Definition 6 Given a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), and a basis marking
Mb ∈M, we define RI(Mb) the implicit reach of Mb as:
RI(Mb) = {M ∈ Nm | ∃σ ∈ T ∗I ,M = Mb + C · yσ}.

The implicit reach of a basis marking Mb consists of all markings that can be reached from Mb by firing
only implicit transitions.
Theorem 1 Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉, a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), and a marking M ∈ Nm, it holds:
(∃σ ∈ T ∗, σ↑TE = σE)M0[σ〉M ⇔
(∃Mb)(M0, σE ,Mb) ∈ ∆∗,M ∈ RI(Mb)
(1)
wherew↑X denotes the natural projection of a wordw onto the alphabetX , and (M0, σE ,Mb) ∈ ∆∗ denotes
that in the BRG there exists a sequence (t1, y1), . . . , (tk, yk) where t1 · · · tk = σE and Mb is reachable from
M0 by firing the event sequence (t1, y1) · · · (tk, yk).
Proof: This result follows from Theorem 3.8 in [21] by considering observable transitions as TE and
unobservable transitions as TI . 
Corollary 1 Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉 and its BRG B, we have:
R(N,M0) =
⋃
Mb∈M
RI(Mb).
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Table 1: The performance of Algorithm 2
Run s v |R(N,M0)| 1Time [s] |M| Time [s] |M|/|R(N,M0)|
1 2 1 67 < 1 14 <0.1 20.9%
2 4 3 783 7 55 0.4 7.0%
3 6 5 4298 273 140 1.1 3.3%
4 8 7 16026 3816 285 2.5 1.7%
5 10 9 46981 15667 506 5.2 1.1%
6 15 14 - o.t. 1496 25 -
7 20 19 - o.t. 3311 87 -
8 30 29 - o.t. 10416 674 -
∗In this benchmark TE = {t1, t4, t7} and TI = {t2, t3, t5, t6, t8}.
1We denote overtime (o.t.) if the Matlab program does not terminate within 8 hours (28,800 seconds).
p0
p11
s
tinit tend
p21
pr1
p1m1
p2m2
prmr
Figure 3: The Petri net for Example 2.
By Theorem 1, for an arbitrary net 〈N,M0〉 and an arbitrary basis partition pi = (TE , TI), a marking
M is reachable from M0 by firing σ ∈ T ∗ if and only if there exists some basis marking Mb such that
(M0, σ↑E ,Mb) ∈ ∆∗ and M belongs to the implicit reach of Mb.
3.4 Computational Efficiency of BRG
Let us first consider the complexity of a BRG, i.e., the number of basis markings in it. Consider a basis
partition (TE , TI) in which TE = T and TI = ∅ (which is the only valid basis partition in the case that all
transitions have self-loops). Then the set of basis markings is identical to the reachability set, i.e., M =
R(N,M0). Although in the worst case the BRG has the same complexity as the reachability graph, we note
that in practice we can usually find a basis partition (TE , TI) in which TI 6= ∅, under which the BRG is
much more compact than the reachability graph, i.e., |M| << |R(N,M0)| (see Example 3). Moreover, for
nets in which all cycles pass through a few key transitions, by assigning to TE only these transitions, the size
of the BRG can be significantly smaller than that of the reachability graph, since most transitions are taken
to be implicit and their firings are omitted in the BRG. In this subsection we identify an interesting class of
networks of this type.
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s·p0Mb0 = M0 (s-1)·p0 + 1· (p11 + p21 + … + pr1)
(s-2)·p0 + 2· (p11 + p21 + … + pr1)
p0 + (s-1)· (p11 + p21 + … + pr1)
s· (p11 + p21 + … + pr1)
tinit
tinit
tinit
tinit
tinit tinit
Mb1
Mb2
Mb(s-1)
Mbs
Figure 4: The BRG B of the net in Figure 3 for TE = {tinit}, TI = T \ TE , and each workflow is a state
machine that contains m places.
Definition 7 [29] A Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) is a workflow net if: (1) N has an input place pin
and an output place pout satisfying •pin = p•out = ∅, and (2) if we add a transition treset to N with
Pre(pin, treset) = Post(pout, treset) = 1, then the resulting net is strongly connected. 
Definition 8 A Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) is a parallel acyclic workflow net if: (1) N has an idle
place p0, an initial transition tinit, an end transition tend, and r acyclic workflows. Each workflow i has its
input place pi1 and its output place pimi ; (2) Pre(p0, tinit) = Post(p0, pend) = 1, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
Post(pi1, tinit) = Pre(pimi , tend) = 1. 
The general structure of a parallel acyclic workflow net is shown in Figure 3. It contains r acyclic
workflows, i.e., each subnet between pi1 (which is the input place) and pimi (which is the output place) is an
acyclic workflow net. Place p0 contains s initial tokens, where s represents the capacity of the system. The
firing of transition tinit triggers the start of a new task on all workflows, while the firing of transition tend
denotes that all workflows have finished a task.
Example 2 Consider the reachability space of a parallel acyclic workflow net. Since there is no structural
restriction on workflows except the acyclicity, none of Petri net structural reduction methods including those
in [12, 13, 14, 15] is applicable. In such a case, |R(N,M0)| is exponential with respect to the number of
workflows and is (at least) polynomial with respect to s and m. For instance, let us consider the case that
each workflow i is a state machine composed by a sequence containing alternatively m places pi1, . . . , pim
and m − 1 transitions ti1, . . . , ti(m−1). It is not difficult to compute the cardinality of the reachability set,
which is
|R(N,M0)| =
s∑
i=0
[(
m+ i− 1
i
)]r
that grows exponentially with r and polynomially with s and m.2
2Here we use
(x
y
)
to denote the combination number of “x choose y”, i.e.,
(x
y
)
= x!
(x−y)!y! , where x, y ∈ N, x ≥ y.
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On the contrary, by choosing the basis partition (TE , TI) such that TE = {tinit} and TI = T \{tinit}, the
corresponding BRG is shown in Figure 4. Here one can see that the number of basis markings is |M| = s+1,
and this number does not depend on r (the number of workflows) and on the structure of the workflows. It
depends but only linearly from the parameter s. We also note that if the workflows are not acyclic, the BRG
approach can also be applied by extending the explicit transition set TE to remove cycles from the TI -induced
subnet. 
Since Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 ensure that the reachability set of a Petri net can be exactly characterized
by only basis markings, without any loss of information, the basis marking approach circumvents the need
of constructing the entire reachability graph of a net and brings significant advantages from the point of view
of the computational effort. In particular, the generalized marking reachability problem in Section V can
be solved by analyzing the basis reachability graph. To determine whether a given marking M belongs to
RI(Mb), an integer linear programming problem (ILPP) needs to be solved. Simulation results by Matlab
show that the total computational load of solving |M| ILPPs is negligible (approximately 5%) in most cases
comparing with that of constructing the BRGs. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 3 (Ex. 1 Continued) Let us consider again the Petri net in Figure 1 and a basis partition (TE , TI)
with TI = {t2, t3, t5, t6, t8} and TE = {t1, t4, t7}. For different parameters s and v the size of the reach-
ability graph and the size of the BRG (by Algorithm 2) are listed in Table 1 as well as the time to construct
them. The simulation is done on a workstation with Core-i5 1.7GHz/2.2GHz CPU using the standard Matlab
toolboxes. We denote by overtime (o.t.) the fact that the Matlab program does not terminate within 8 hours
(28,800s).
From Table 1 one can see that with the increase of s and v, the size of the reachability graph (|R(N,M0)|)
grows much faster than that of the BRG (|M|). As a result, the time to construct the BRG is significantly
shorter than that to construct the reachability graph. In this example when the number of reachable markings
exceeds 40, 000 (Run 5), the computation of the reachability graph cannot be done within 8 hours. However,
Algorithm 2 can handle more than 108 reachable markings3 (Run 8) before running overtime. 
At the end of this section we point out that although the strategy to construct a BRG based on solving
Ymin(M, t) for each basis marking is practically efficient, this strategy is not directly applicable to unbounded
nets since Algorithm 2 may not terminate. Such cases are studied in Section VI, where the complete minimal
explanation set is introduced, which also provides a different strategy to compute minimal explanations.
Moreover, this strategy can be easily embedded in Algorithm 2.
3The number of reachable markings can be approximated by the possible token distributions in three independent P-invariants
(p1p2p3p4, p5p6p7p8, and p9p10), i.e., |R(N,M0)| ≈ [(s− 1)(s− 2)(s− 3)/6]2 · (v + 1).
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Table 2: The basis partitions in Example 4
pi TIi TEi
pi0 ∅ t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8
pi1 t2, t5, t6, t8 t1, t3, t4, t7
pi2 t2, t3, t5, t6, t8 t1, t4, t7
pi3 t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t8 t1, t7
pi4 t1, t2, t4, t5, t6, t7 t3, t8
4 Determining Max-cardinality-TI and Max-Set-TI Basis Partitions
Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉, usually there exist multiple basis partitions, which implies that there exist more
than one BRG which can be used as a compact representation of its reachability set.
The major concern is the cardinality ofM, i.e., the number of basis markings that correspond to a basis
partition. However, minimizing the cardinality ofM is a difficult task, since in general one cannot directly
relate the number of basis markings to a given basis partition. On the other hand, the following proposition
shows that the number of basis markings monotonically decreases as the implicit transition set TI grows.
Proposition 1 Given two basis partitions pi1 = (TE1 , TI1) and pi2 = (TE2 , TI2) on a net 〈N,M0〉 where
N = (P, T, Pre, Post), it holds (TI1 ⊆ TI2) ⇒ (|M1| ≥ |M2|), whereM1 andM2 are the set of basis
markings of N with respect to the partition pi1 and pi2, respectively.
Proof: LetM(Mb) denote the set:
{M | ∃t, y, (Mb, (t, y),M) ∈ ∆}.
SinceM0 ∈M1,M0 ∈M2, for t ∈ TE2 and (M0, (t, yσ),M1) ∈ ∆2 inB2, we have (M0, (t, yσ↑TE1 ),M1) ∈
∆1 due to TE2 ⊇ TE1 , and hence M1 ∈ M1(M0) holds. This indicates thatM1(M0) ⊇ M2(M0). This
reasoning can be repeatedly applied for M ∈ M1(M0) ∩ M2(M0) and so on. Since M1(·) ⊇ M2(·),
M1 =
⋃M1(·) ⊇ ⋃M2(·) =M2 holds, which implies |M1| ≥ |M2|. 
Proposition 1 shows that if the set of implicit transitions of pi1 is a superset of that of pi2, then the number
of basis markings under pi1 is less than, or at most equal to, that of basis markings under pi2.
Example 4 (Ex. 3 Continued) Let us again consider the Petri net in Figure 1 and the five basis partitions
listed in Table 2 satisfying TI0 ⊂ TI1 ⊂ TI2 ⊂ TI3 . The size of the BRGs (|Mi|) and the time to construct
them are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. For instance, in Run 1 in Table 3, for s = 2, v = 1 and pi2, the
number of basis markings is 14. We note that in the case TI0 = ∅, the corresponding BRG is identical to the
reachability graph, i.e.,M = R(N,M0).
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Table 3: The number of basis markingsM at different instances in Example 4
Run s v pi0 pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4
1 2 1 67 33 14 6 6
2 4 3 783 314 55 15 20
3 6 5 4298 1388 140 28 42
4 8 7 16026 4280 285 45 72
5 10 9 46981 10647 506 66 110
6 20 19 - - 3311 231 420
7 30 29 - - 10416 496 930
8 40 39 - - - 861 1640
Table 4: The time (sec) required to compute BRGs in Example 4.
Run s v pi0 pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4
1 2 1 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
2 4 3 3.0 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.1
3 6 5 133 23 1.1 0.2 0.3
4 8 7 1771 156 2.5 0.3 0.5
5 10 9 15667 846 5.2 0.5 0.7
6 20 19 o.t. o.t. 87 1.9 3.3
7 30 29 o.t. o.t. 674 4.7 9.5
8 40 39 o.t. o.t. o.t. 9.9 22
From Tables 3 and 4 we can see that with the increase of the size of TI both the size of the BRG and the time
to construct it decrease. For instance, for Run 5 (s = 10 and v = 9), the number of all reachable markings
is 46,981. When TI increases from ∅ to {t2, t5, t7}, {t2, t3, t5, t7}, and {t2, t3, t4, t5, t7}, the number of
basis markings in the corresponding BRG decreases rapidly from 46981 to 10467, 506, and 66 while the
computational time decreases from 15667s (>4 hours) to 846s (14 minutes), 5s, and <1s, respectively. 
Definition 9 A basis partition pi = (TE , TI) is called a max-cardinality-TI basis partition if there does not
exist any other basis partition pi′ = (T ′E , T
′
I) such that |T ′I | > |TI |, i.e., it has a maximum cardinality set of
implicit transitions. 
By Proposition 1, one may intuitively prefer a basis partition which possesses a transition TI with the
largest cardinality. A max-cardinality-TI basis partition can be found by solving the following discrete opti-
mization problem.
Problem 1 Given a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), determine a transition subset TI such that:

max |TI |
s.t. TI ⊆ T
TI -induced subnet is acyclic.
(2)
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Unfortunately Problem 1 cannot be solved efficiently, since it is NP-hard with respect to the scale of the
net. In fact, we show that the maximal acyclic induced subgraph problem that is known to be NP-complete
[30] can be reduced to the decision version of Problem 1.
Definition 10 Given a directed graph G = (V, E), a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is said to be an induced subgraph
of G if V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ = E ∩ (V ′ × V ′). 
In plain words, G′ is an induced subgraph of G if it has exactly the edges that appear in G over the same
vertex set.
Problem 2 [Maximal Acyclic Induced Subgraph] Given a graph G = (V, E) and k ∈ N, determine if there
exists an acyclic induced subgraph G′ = (V ′, E ′) such that |V ′| ≥ k.
Theorem 2 In Problem 2 |V ′| ≥ k holds if and only if in Problem 1 |TI |max ≥ k holds.
Proof: Given an arbitrary graph G = (V, E), we construct a Petri net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) as
follows:
1. For each vertex vi ∈ V , add a transition ti to T ;
2. For each (vi, vj) ∈ E , add pij to P and let Pre(p, ti) = Post(p, tj) = 1.
Then from G, a Petri net N can be obtained. It has the same topology as G. Obviously the maximal induced
acyclic subgraph (V ′, E ′) has a cardinality |V ′| ≥ k if and only if in N some transition set TI ⊆ T whose
induced subnet is acyclic satisfies |TI | ≥ k. 
Although the problem to determine a max-cardinality-TI basis partition is NP-hard, in practice a brute-
force method like Breadth-First-Search may still be applied for nets with small structures. For a large-
sized net, the following Algorithm 3 can be used to obtain a max-set-TI basis partition basis partition pi in
polynomial time. Here we use CN to denote the maximal strongly connected component (MSCC) of a net N ,
and |CN | denotes the total number of places and transitions in it. For simplicity we also use N ′ to denote the
TI -induced subnet.
Definition 11 A basis partition pi = (TE , TI) is called a max-set-TI basis partition if there does not exist
other basis partition pi′ = (T ′E , T
′
I) such that T
′
I ) TI , i.e., it has a maximal set of implicit transitions. 
Algorithm 3 works in a straightforward manner. The acyclicity of the TI -induced subnet can be deter-
mined by checking the MSCC of N ′. In the first stage of the algorithm, transitions in TI are iteratively
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Algorithm 3 Determination of a max-set-TI basis partition
Input: A net N = (P, T, Pre, Post)
Output: A basis partition pi = (TE , TI)
1: Let TI = T ;
2: while |CN ′ | > 1 do
3: Select an arbitrary t ∈ CN ′ , let TI = TI \ {t};
4: end while
5: Let Ttemp = T \ TI ;
6: while Ttemp 6= ∅ do
7: Select an arbitrary t ∈ Ttemp
8: Let TI = TI ∪ {t}, Ttemp = Ttemp \ {t};
9: If |CN ′ | > 1, then let TI = TI \ {t};
10: end while
11: Output pi = (TE , TI).
removed to break all cycles. In the second stage, by iteratively running Steps 6 to 10 each transition not in
TI is tentatively put into TI if it does not introduce a cycle. A max-set-TI basis partition is finally obtained
when TI reaches a fixed point.
Theorem 3 Algorithm 3 has polynomial complexity O(|P | · |T |2).
Proof: By considering N ′ as a digraph containing |P |+ |TI | vertexes, computing CN ′ has complexity
O(|V| + |E|) (e.g., by Tarjan’s Algorithm) which is O(|P | · |T |). Such a procedure repeats at most 2 · |T |
times. Hence the global complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(|P | · |T |2)). 
We conclude this section with the following comments. First, despite the fact that Proposition 1 ensures
that the number of basis markings in the BRG usually decrease when the set TI increase, we cannot conclude
that |M1| ≤ |M2| if |TI1 | ≥ |TI2 |, and it is also possible to construct examples in which |TI1 | > |TI2 | and
|M1| < |M2|. In fact, two different TI1 and TI2 with equal cardinality may produce setsM1 andM2 of
rather different cardinality, as shown in Tables 1 and 3, entries pi3 and pi4. Second, there could be classes of
PNs for which the basis partition naturally derives by the physical interpretation of transitions. For example,
for Petri nets with unobservable transitions, if the unobservable subnet is acyclic, a natural basis partition
could be pi = (TE , TI) with TE = To (observable transitions) and TI = Tuo (unobservable transitions).
However, one may also apply another basis partition pi′ = (T ′E , T
′
I) where T
′
E ⊂ To and T ′I ⊃ Tuo (T ′I -
induced subnet is acyclic) to obtain a more compact BRG than that of pi due to the monotonicity of |M| with
respect to TI .
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5 Generalized Marking Reachability Problems Based on BRG Anal-
ysis
In this section we consider the marking reachability problems in which the set of target markings is char-
acterized by an OR-AND GMEC, since in many supervisory control problems the forbidden states can be
characterized by an OR-AND GMEC.
Definition 12 A Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraint (GMEC) is a pair (w, k) where w ∈ Zm and
k ∈ N. A GMEC defines a set of legal markings:
L(w,k) = {M ∈ Nm | wT ·M ≤ k}
An OR-AND GMEC is a set W = {(W1, k1), . . ., (Wr, kr)} ((Wi ∈ Zm×si and k ∈ Nsi ) that defines a
set of legal markings:
LW = {M ∈ Nm | (∃i ∈ {1, . . . , r})WTi ·M ≤ ki}.

Problem 3 [Generalized Marking Reachability Problem] Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉 and a set of markings
LW characterized by an OR-AND GMEC W , determine if R(N,M0) ∩ LW 6= ∅. 
If LW is a singleton, then Problem 3 reduces to the classical marking reachability problem, i.e., determine
if a marking M is reachable.
In some practical cases, one would like to know not only if the target set is reachable but also the trajectory
to reach it, i.e., to find a firing sequence from the initial marking to reach a target marking (among the target
set) with a minimal total cost. We hence define the minimal cost problem as Problem 4.
Definition 13 Given 〈N,M0〉, a cost vector g ∈ Nn assigns a weight to each transition t ∈ T . The cost of a
firing sequence σ is defined as gT · yσ . 
Problem 4 Given 〈N,M0〉, a cost vector g, and LW , determine a firing sequence σ with minimal cost such
that M0[σ〉M ∈ LW . Note that the minimal cost to reach LW is +∞ if no marking in LW is reachable.
It is clear that Problem 3 can be reduced to Problem 4 since the minimal cost to reach LW is finite if and
only if LW is reachable. Although there exist a few methods based on Petri net refinement and abstraction
[13, 14] to solve Problem 3, they highly depend on some particular substructures. Moreover, since the net
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structure is abstracted by these methods, it is difficult to reconstruct a firing sequence with the minimal cost.
In this section we show that if there exists a basis partition with respect to which the BRG is finite, then
Problem 4 can be solved by the analysis of a weighted digraph associated with the BRG.
First, we present an algorithm to transform a given (finite) BRG into a weighted digraph, called the basis
cost graph, denoted by G = (V, E). Specifically, for two nodes v1, v2 ∈ V , we use g(v1, v2) = x ≥ 0 to
denote that there exists an edge weighted x from v1 to v2 (i.e., (v1, v2) ∈ E), and we use g(v1, v2) = +∞
to denote that there is no edge from v1 to v2. Let gI ∈ NnI denote the cost vector g related to implicit
transitions, i.e., gI(t) = g(t) for t ∈ TI .
Algorithm 4 Construction of a basis cost graph
Input: A BRG B = (M, T r,∆,M0), a cost vector g, and an OR-AND GMEC W .
Output: A weighted digraph G = (V, E).
1: Let V =M;
2: for all M1,M2 ∈ V , let g(M1,M2) = +∞;
3: for all M1,M2 ∈M, do
4: for all (M1, (t, y),M2) ∈ ∆, do
5: let Q = gTI · y + g(t);
6: let g(M1,M2) = min{g(M1,M2), Q};
7: end for
8: end for
9: let V = V ∪ {Mtar};
10: for all M ∈ V , do
11: let g(M,Mtar) = +∞;
12: for all (Wi,ki) ∈W , do
13: determine y ∈ NnI : 
min gTI · y
s.t. M + CI · y ≥ 0
WTi · (M + CI · y) ≤ ki
(3)
14: let g(M,Mtar) = min{g(M,Mtar), gTI · y};
15: end for
16: end for
17: output G = (V, E).
Algorithm 4 works as follows. In the first stage, a BRG is converted into a weighted digraph (V, E) in
which the vertex set is the set of basis markings. For two vertices M1 and M2 such that there exists some t
satisfying (M1, (t, y),M2) ∈ ∆, the edge weight from M1 to M2 is the minimal firing cost from M1 to reach
M2, computed according to the minimal explanation from M1 to reach M2. In the second stage, a new target
vertex Mtar representing the target set LW is added to V . For each basis marking M , the cost from M to
reach LW is assigned to the edge (M,Mtar).
Example 5 (Ex. 4 Continued) Consider the net in Figure 1 and its BRG in Figure 2. Suppose that we have
a target marking set LW in which each marking satisfies (M(p4) ≥ 1) ∧ (M(p7) ≥ 1) and a cost vector
g = [3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 7, 1, 5]T . By Algorithm 4 the corresponding basis cost graph is depicted in Figure 5. The
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circles represent the basis markings and the solid arrows with weights represent the weighted directed edges.
Each hollowed arrow with a weight represents the weighted edge from the corresponding basis marking
(shaded) to the target vertex Mtar (not drawn in order to simplify the figure). 
Definition 14 Given a basis cost graph G and a path P = M0M1 · · ·Mx−1MxMtar where M0 . . .Mx ∈
M, we can reconstruct a trajectory
M0[σ1t1〉M1 · · · [σxtx〉Mx[σx+1〉Mx+1
in which (1) σi is the minimal explanation of ti at Mi−1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ x, (2) at Mi−1 it is of the minimal
cost to fire σiti to reach Mi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ x, and (3) at Mx it is of the minimal cost to fire σx+1 to reach
Mi+1 ∈ LW . Such a sequence σ = σ1t1 · · ·σxtxσx+1 is called a feasible firing sequence of P . 
Since the TI -induced subnet is acyclic, a firing sequence σ can be easily recovered from yσ by firing
transitions from upstream to downstream. Now we show that Problem 4 can be reduced to the shortest path
problem in the basis cost graph, which can be efficiently solved, e.g., by Dijkstra’s algorithm, with complexity
is O(|M|2).
Theorem 4 Given a BRG B with a cost vector g and an OR-AND GMEC LW , let G be the basis cost graph
by Algorithm 4 and Pmin be a shortest path from M0 to the target vertex Mtar in G. Then any feasible firing
sequence σ of Pmin is a minimal cost firing sequence from M0 to reach LW . In particular, the minimal cost
is +∞ if and only if LW is not reachable.
Proof: Given σ as a feasible firing sequence of Pmin, it is trivial that the minimal cost is +∞ if and
only if LW is not reachable. Now we claim that there does not exist σ′ 6= σ such that M0[σ′〉M ∈ LW and
gT · yσ′ < gT · yσ . We prove this by contradiction.
Suppose that there exists another firing sequence σ′ = σ1t1σ2t2 · · ·σxtxσx+1 where ti ∈ TI for 1 ≤ i ≤
x, σi ∈ T ∗I for 1 ≤ i ≤ x + 1, M0[σ′〉M ∈ LW , and gT · yσ′ < gT · yσ . The firing of σ′ from M0 can be
written as:
M0[σ1t1〉M1[σ2t2〉M2 · · ·Mx−1[σxtx〉Mx[σx+1〉M ∈ LW .
If σ1 is a minimal explanation of t1, then M1 is a basis marking. If σ1 is not minimal, there necessarily
exists a minimal explanation σ′1 satisfying M [σ
′
1〉M ′1[t1〉M ′′1 . Then there must exist a firing sequence σ′′1 ∈
T ∗I satisfying yσ′′1 = yσ1 − yσ′1 − CI(·, t1) and M ′′1 [σ′′1 〉M1. ByM0 + C · yσ1 + CI(·, t1) = M
′′
1
M ′′1 + C · (yσ1 − yσ′1 − CI(·, t1)) = M1 ≥ 0,
(4)
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Figure 5: The basis cost graph for Examples 5 and 6.
we have M ′′1 +CI · yσ′′1 = M1 ≥ 0, and σ′′1 is firable at M ′′1 since the TI -induced subnet is acyclic. Then we
have the following firing trajectory:
M0[σ
′
1t1〉M ′′1 [σ′′1σ2t2〉M2 · · ·Mx−1[σxtx〉Mx[σx+1〉M.
Now, if σ′′1σ2 is not a minimal explanation of t2, by lettingM
′′
1 be the initial marking, the above procedure
can be repeated. Finally we can obtain a new firing sequence σ¯′ = σ′1t1σ
′
2t2 · · ·σ′xtxσ′x+1 satisfying:
M0[σ
′
1t1〉M ′′1 [σ′2t2〉M ′′2 · · ·M ′′x−1[σ′xtx〉M ′′x [σ′x+1〉M ∈ LW
where each σ′i is a minimal explanation of ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. This indicates that all M ′′i s are basis markings
for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. Notice that σ¯′ has the same Parikh vector as σ′. We have
gT · yσ¯′ = gT · yσ′ < gT · yσ.
This indicates that there exists a path in (V, E) with a lower cost than Pmin, which contradicts the fact that
Pmin is the shortest path in the graph. 
By Theorem 4, Problem 4 can be solved if there exists a basis partition such that the BRG is finite, by
determining the shortest path in its basis cost graph.
Example 6 (Ex. 5 Continued) Consider the net in Figure 1 with its basis cost graph given in Figure 5. By
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solving the shortest path problem we obtain a minimal path Pmin = M0[σ1t4〉M2[σ2t1〉M4[σ3〉M ∈ LW
(marked in gray). From the minimal explanation vectors, σ1, σ2, and σ3 can be easily reconstructed. Hence
we have the following firing trajectory:
M0[σ〉M ∈ LW , σ = t4t1t2t3t5
which is of the minimal cost to reach a marking satisfying M(p4) ≥ 1 and M(p7) ≥ 1. 
By Theorem 4, Problem 4 can be solved by first constructing the BRG and then solving the shortest path
problem in its cost graph. The main complexity of this approach comes from the computation of the BRG
and solving Eq. (3). To solve the shortest path problem in the cost graph containing |M|+1 vertices) is much
easier than that in the reachability graph containing |R(N,M0)| vertices. Although for each basis marking a
series of ILPPs need to be solved, simulations by Matlab show that the total computational load of solving
Eq. (3) is usually negligible (approximately 5%) comparing with that of constructing the BRG. Moreover, if
the incidence matrix of the net is totally unimodular, then the ILPP for checking ifM belongs toRI(Mb) can
be relaxed to a linear programming problem and hence can be solved in polynomial time [31], which could
further reduces the computational effort.
We conclude this section with a complete example taken from the manufacturing domain.
Example 7 Consider the Petri net 〈N,M0〉 in Figure 6. It represents a manufacturing system that contains t-
wo production lines p1t1p2t2p3t3p4t4p5t5p6t6p7t7p1, p10t10p11t11p12t12p13t13p14t14p15t15p16t16p10, three
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types of stationary robots p9, p17, p18, and two types of mobile robots p19p20 and p21p22. This net, which has
22 places and 16 transitions connected with weighted arcs, has a reachability space containing 1, 393, 559
markings. By using a basis partition (TI , TU ) where TI = {t3, t6, t11, t13} (marked as solid bars) there are
only 618 basis markings that can be computed by Matlab in 9s.
Now suppose that we are interested in the problem: finding a shortest sequence from M0 to reach some
marking that enables t3, t6, t11, and t13 simultaneously, while g = 1 (note that the problem in this case
reduces to the minimal firing sequence problem). The target set LW can be described by the following OR-
AND GMECW = {(W, k)} where W = −1 and k = −Mˆ , Mˆ = p3+p6+p8+3p11+2p13+p17+p20+2p21
(i.e., Mˆ is the minimal marking that enables t3, t6, t11, and t13 simultaneously). In the basis cost graph
constructed by Algorithm 4, there are 91 basis marking from which some marking(s) in LW can be reached.
Finally by solving the shortest path problem in the basis cost graph containing 619 nodes, the shortest firing
sequence is:
M0[t
2
10t11t
2
1t2t9t10t12〉M.

At the end of this section we point out that in an unbounded net, the marking reachability problem as well
as the minimal cost firing problem studied in this section is even more hard to solve. The classical cover-
ability graph does not always provide a sufficient condition for reachability since some crucial information
is abstracted. In the next section we study the finiteness of the BRG. For an unbounded net, if we can find a
basis partition such that the BRG is finite, then the marking reachability problem in it can also be solved by
this approach analogously.
6 Basis Reachability Graph for Unbounded Petri Nets
As discussed in Section III, for a bounded net its BRG is always finite regardless the basis partition. For
unbounded nets, however, the BRG can be either finite or infinite. Due to this reason, Algorithm 2 cannot be
directly applied to arbitrary unbounded nets since it may not terminate. Therefore the plant nets in previous
works [22] are always assumed to be bounded.
In this section we study the conditions for finiteness of a BRG. We introduce a stopping criterion to deter-
mine the finiteness of the basis marking set. By this approach BRGs can be used as a compact representation
of the reachability space of not only bounded Petri nets but also of some meaningful unbounded ones. All
previous discussed results in this paper, e.g., Algorithm 4, can be applied to unbounded nets if its reachability
set can be compacted as a finite BRG.
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6.1 Some Elementary Results
We first show that if a net does not contain source transitions, then the BRG is finite if and only if the net is
bounded.
Definition 15 A transition t is called a source transition if it has no input place, i.e., for all places p,
Pre(p, t) = 0 holds. The set of all source transitions is denoted as Ts. 
Theorem 5 Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉 with Ts = ∅ and an arbitrary basis partition pi = (TE , TI), the basis
marking setM is finite if and only if 〈N,M0〉 is bounded.
Proof: (If) SinceM ⊆ R(N,M0), a finite R(N,M0) implies a finiteM under arbitrary basis parti-
tions.
(Only if) For 〈N,M0〉, suppose that M is finite under pi = (TE , TI). By Corollary 1, R(N,M0) =⋃
Mb∈MRI(Mb) holds. Since the TI -induced subnet is acyclic and there is no source transition in it, it
implies that for any Mb ∈ M its implicit reach RI(Mb) must be finite. Hence we have |R(N,M0)| ≤∑
Mb∈M |RI(Mb)| < +∞, which indicates that the net is bounded. 
Now let us consider Petri nets with source transitions. The introduction of source transitions (which
makes the net obviously unbounded) does not always make the BRG infinite, and an example will be given
in the end of this section. However, the following two properties trivially hold.
Property 1 [Necessary Condition] The BRG for a partition pi = (TE , TI) is finite only if Ts ∩ TE = ∅.
Property 2 [Necessary Condition] Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉 where N = (P, T, Pre, Post) and Ts 6= ∅,
the BRG is finite only if the net 〈N˜ ,M0〉 where N˜ = (P, T \ Ts, P˜ re, P˜ ost) (i.e., all source transitions are
removed) is bounded.
Property 1 trivially holds. For Property 2, we observe that if 〈N˜ ,M0〉 is unbounded, by Theorem 5
M(N˜ ,M0, p˜i) is infinite. Since each firing producing a basis marking inM(N˜ ,M0, p˜i) can also produce a
basis marking inM(N,M0, pi), which indicates thatM(N,M0, pi) is infinite.
Property 1 requires that all source transitions be implicit, otherwise each firing of them would produce a
new basis marking. Property 2 indicates that a finite BRG may exist only in case that the unboundedness of
the net stems from the existence of source transitions. However, Properties 1 and 2 are still not sufficient to
ensure the finiteness of a BRG. To find for a sufficient condition for the finiteness of a BRG we introduce the
notion of complete minimal explanation set.
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6.2 Complete Minimal Explanation Vector Set
Definition 16 Given a netN , a basis partition pi, and a transition t ∈ TE , the complete minimal explanation
set of t is defined as: Σc(t) = {σ ∈ T ∗I | ∃M ∈ Nm, σ ∈ Σmin(M, t)}, i.e., Σc(t) consists of all
sequences σ’s that are minimal explanations of t at some marking (not necessarily reachable). We also define
Yc(t) = {yσ ∈ NnI | σ ∈ Σc(t)} as the complete minimal explanation vector set. 
Proposition 2 The complete minimal explanation vector set Yc(t) is finite.
Proof: Let Y =
⋃
M∈Nm Y (M, t) be the set consisting of all explanation vectors of t. By Definition 16
the set of minimal elements by the≤ ordering of Y is Yc(t). Therefore Yc(t) is finite since the set of minimal
vectors by the ≤ ordering in any set of nonnegative integer vectors is finite by Dickson’s Lemma [32]. 
We now propose Algorithm 5 that, as shown in Theorem 6, allows one to compute the complete minimal
explanation vector set Yc(t). We use Ia×b and 0x to denote the a × b unitary matrix and the x-dimensional
zero vector, respectively. Note that in Step 12 if A(i∗, ·) is nonnegative, i.e., there is no A(i∗, j) < 0, the
condition is considered as being satisfied.
Algorithm 5 Computation of a matrix related to Yc(t)
Input: A Petri net N , a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), and a transition t ∈ TE
Output: A matrix [D | B]
1: Let Γ =
[
CTI InI×nI
A B
]
where A = −Pre(·, t)T , B = 0TnI ;
2: while row [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)] with no tag exists do
3: Choose an element A(i∗, j∗) < 0 with no tag;
4: Let Q+ = {i | CTI (i, j∗) > 0};
5: for all i ∈ Q+, do
6: Let Rownew=[A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)] + Γ(i, ·);
7: if Rownew not exists in [A | B], then
8: add row Rownew to [A | B];
9: end if
10: end for
11: Mark A(i∗, j∗) as “old”;
12: if for all A(i∗, j) < 0 are marked as “old” then
13: Mark row [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)] as “old”;
14: end if
15: end while
16: Remove tags. Let D be the matrix: ∀A(i, j) ≤ 0, D(i, j) = −A(i, j), otherwise D(i, j) = 0;
17: if exist rows i∗, i∗∗ in [D | B] such that D(i∗, ·)  D(i∗∗, ·), B(i∗, ·)  B(i∗∗, ·), then
18: delete row i∗∗ in [D | B];
19: end if
20: Output [D | B].
Algorithm 5 is inspired by Algorithm 3.5 in [28], which computes Ymin(M, t) from a given M and t. In
the algorithm we recognize two stages: Stage 1 (Steps 1 to 15) and Stage 2 (Steps 16 to 20). Stage 1 generates
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the full list of all possible explanation vectors of t. In Step 1, the initial matrix A = −Pre(·, t) indicates
that any marking M ≥ −A(1, ·) = Pre(·, t) would enable t by firing the explanation corresponding to the
vector B = B(1, ·) = 0. In Step 2 a row of A with no tag (which indicates that it has not been checked yet)
is selected. In Step 3 a place p with some negative component is selected. In Step 4 the set Q+ consists of
indices each of which corresponds to a transition whose firing would increase the tokens in place p. For each
index i ∈ Q+, by Steps 6 and 7 a new row Rownew is obtained by adding Γ(i, ·) onto [A(i∗, ·) | B(i∗, ·)].
The new row Rownew = [Anew | Bnew] indicates that any marking M ≥ −Anew would enable t by firing
the explanation corresponding to the vector Bnew. Step 11 marks the place as “old”, and by Step 12 the row
is marked as “old” if all negative nodes are marked as “old”. This procedure is repeatedly applied until all
rows in [A | B] are marked as “old”. In the second stage, the matrix A is converted to D by Step 16, and by
Step 17 all non-minimal elements in [D | B] are removed. Finally the algorithm ends and outputs the matrix
[D | B]. An example to illustrate Algorithm 5 is given in Appendix.
We now show how the set Yc(t) is related to the output of Algorithm 5.
Theorem 6 Assume that the matrix [D | B] computed by Algorithm 5 has r rows. For each row i, define
yi = B(i, ·)T and Mi = D(i, ·)T , and let Y = {yi | i = 1, . . . , r}. The following properties hold:
1) For i = 1, . . . , r, the vector yi is an explanation vector of t at Mi;
2) For i = 1, . . . , r, for any marking M  Mi, the vector yi is not an explanation vector of t at M ; and
for any marking M ≥Mi, the vector yi is an explanation vector of t at M ;
3) The set Y is the complete set of minimal explanation vectors, i.e., Y = Yc(t).
Proof: (Part 1) By the matrix manipulation, we have A(i, ·) = CI · B(i, ·) − Pre(·, t). Hence Mi +
CI · B(i, ·)− Pre(·, t) = Mi + A(i, ·) = D(i, ·) + A(i, ·) ≥ 0, which indicates that yi is an explanation of
t at Mi.
(Part 2) By the definition of D(i, ·), it is obvious that D(i, ·), i.e., Mi, is the minimal nonnegative vector
such that D(i, ·) + A(i, ·) ≥ 0. On the other hand, if M [σ〉M ′[t〉, it is trivial that for any M ′ ≥ M ,
M [σ〉M ′[t〉 holds.
(Part 3) We prove Y ⊆ Yc(t) and Y ⊇ Yc(t).
(Y ⊆ Yc(t)) Suppose that at a marking M there exists a minimal explanation σ0 to enable t. Since the
implicit subnet is acyclic, σ0 can be rearranged as a new sequence σ = (t1)x1 · · · (tk)xk in which ti 6= tj for
i 6= j and for any ti ∈•• tj , (ti)xi appears prior to (tj)xj . Let A0 = A(1, ·). By Algorithm 5, at the j-th
iteration, the j-th single transition in σ will be picked and the corresponding row in Γ is added to Aj−1 to
obtain a new row Aj . Therefore when Step 15 ends, in B there exists a row yσ = yσ0 . Since yσ is minimal,
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there does not exist another row i∗∗ in [D | B] such that D(i∗, ·)  D(i∗∗, ·) and B(i∗, ·)  B(i∗∗, ·).
Therefore yσ remains in B till the end.
(Y ⊇ Yc(t)) By contradiction, if B(i∗, ·) is not a minimal explanation at M , then by Y ⊆ Yc(t) there
must exist some other row i∗∗ such that B(i∗∗, ·)  B(i∗, ·). Since B(i∗∗, ·) is the minimal explanation at
M , M ≥ D(i∗∗, ·) holds. Hence by Step 18 row i∗ should be already removed. A contradiction is reached.

Algorithm 5 requires a number of iterations equal to that of paths in the implicit subnet leading to transi-
tion t. In the worst case, this number may grow exponentially with the diameter (i.e., length of the maximal
path) of the implicit subnet. However, in most practical cases this number is quite reasonable and Algorithm 5
has good performance, since each iteration mainly consists of simple additions of vectors.
By Theorem 6 all rows in B compose the complete minimal explanation vector set Yc(t). Moreover, for a
minimal explanation vector B(i, ·), the corresponding Mi = D(i, ·) is the minimal marking at which B(i, ·)
is an explanation of t. Therefore, the matrix [D | B] can also be used as an index to compute the minimal
explanation of Ymin(M, t) at a marking M .
Proposition 3 Given a marking M and a transition t ∈ TE , its minimal explanation vector set Ymin(M, t)
can be obtained by the following steps: (1) put all row vectors B(i∗, ·) into Ytemp if M ≥ D(i∗, ·), and then
(2) compute the minimal element set of Ytemp with respect to ≤, which is Ymin(M, t).
Proof: Straightforward from Part 2 of Theorem 6. 
We conclude this subsection with a comment. In following subsections we show that the finiteness of
a BRG cannot be determined by simply checking the cover relation among existing basis markings (see
Example 9) as we did in checking the finiteness of the reachability graph (i.e., the boundedness of the net).
In such cases the complete minimal explanation vector set plays an important role to determine the finiteness
of a BRG.
6.3 Potential Explanation Net
In this subsection we introduce a construct called the potential explanation net which will be used to charac-
terize the finiteness of the BRG.
Definition 17 Given a net N with its incidence matrix C, a basis partition pi = (TE , TI), and a sequence
σ ∈ T ∗I , their merged transition is a new transition tσ such that C(·, tσ) =
∑
yσ(i) · C(·, ti). 
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Transition tσ is a transition whose firing is equivalent to the firing of all transitions in σ, and will be used
as an intermediate tool shortly. Since the implicit subnet is acyclic, the state equation gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for reachability, and hence M [σ〉 if and only if M [tσ〉.
Definition 18 Given a Petri net 〈N,M0〉 with N = (P, T, Pre, Post) and a basis partition pi = (TE , TI),
its potential explanation net is a Petri net Nˆ = (Pˆ , Tˆ , Pˆ re, Pˆ ost) constructed as follows:
1. its place set is Pˆ = P ;
2. for each transition t ∈ TE , |Yc(t)| transitions denoted by (t, σ1), . . . , (t, σ|Yc(t)|) belong to Tˆ ;
3. for place p ∈ •t ∩ tσi•,
Pˆ re(p, (t, σi)) =
max{Pre(p, t)− Post(p, tσi), 0},
Pˆ ost(p, (t, σi)) =
Post(p, t)−min{Pre(p, t)− Post(p, tσi), 0};
(5)
for other place p, Pˆ re(p, (t, σi)) = Pre(p, t) + Pre(p, tσi),Pˆ ost(p, (t, σi)) = Post(p, t) + Post(p, tσi). (6)

In other words, transition (t, σ) can be considered as a transition merged from t and tσ , while the places
p′s belonging to •t ∩ tσi• are particularly treated. We give an example to illustrate the construct in Defini-
tion 18.
Example 8 Consider the net N in Figure 7 with a basis partition TE = {t2, t3} (shaded bars) and TI =
{t1, t4}. The complete minimal explanation vector set of t2, i.e., Yc(t2), consists of four elements: 0, yt1 ,
yt4 , and yt1t4 . Then for t2 four transitions (t2, ε), (t2, t1), (t2, t4), and (t2, t1t4) are added to Tˆ and the
corresponding column vectors in Pˆ re and Pˆ ost are computed by Definition 18. Note that there are two
self-loops: p2 ↔ (t2, t1) and p2 ↔ (t2, t1t4). For t3 the set Yc(t3) consists of only 0, and hence (t3, ε) is
added to Tˆ . The resulting potential explanation net Nˆ is shown in the middle of Figure 7. We also note that
intermediate transitions tσi ’s do not belong to Tˆ . 
The next proposition shows that the potential explanation net Nˆ could simulate the original net N .
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Figure 7: The Petri net for Examples 8 and 9.
Proposition 4 Given a netN and its potential explanation net Nˆ , for arbitraryM1 andM2,M1[(t, σ)〉NˆM2 ⇔
(M1[σt〉NM2, σ ∈ Y (M1, t)). 4
Proof: (⇒) Suppose M1[(t, σ〉NˆM2. For place p ∈ •t ∩ t•σ , it holds M1(p) ≥ Pˆ re(p, (t, σ)) ≥
Pre(p, t) − Post(p, tσ). Therefore M1(p) + Post(p, tσ) ≥ Pre(p, t). For place p /∈ •t ∩ t•σ , we have
M(p) ≥ Pˆ re(p, (t, σ)) = Pre(p, t) + Pre(p, tσ). Hence M1[σ〉NM ′[t〉NM2.
(⇐) SupposeM1[tσt〉NM2. For place p ∈ •t∩t•σ , it holdsM1(p)−Pre(p, tσ)+Post(p, tσ) ≥ Pre(p, t).
Therefore M1(p) ≥ Pre(p, t)− Post(p, tσ) + Pre(p, tσ) ≥ Pˆ re(p, (t, σ)). For place p /∈ •t ∩ t•σ , we have
M(p) ≥ Pre(p, t) + Pre(p, tσ) = Pˆ re(p, (t, σ)). Hence M1[(t, σ)〉NˆM2. 
To avoid possible confusions, in the sequel we use σ ∈ T ∗I to denote a sequence of implicit transitions
t1t2 · · · tk in N while we use λ ∈ Tˆ ∗ to denote a firing sequence (t1, σ1)(t2, σ2) · · · (tk, σk) in Nˆ . Now we
present the first important result of this section.
Theorem 7 [Sufficient Condition] Given a net 〈N,M0〉 and a basis partition pi, its BRG is finite if 〈Nˆ ,M0〉
is bounded.
Proof: We show that the BRG of 〈N,M0〉 can be simulated by its marked potential explanation net
〈Nˆ ,M0〉. Suppose that in N at M0 an explicit transition t ∈ TE can be enabled by a minimal explanation
σ ∈ T ∗I , M0[σt〉NM1 ∈ M holds. Then in Nˆ by firing the transition (t, σ) a same marking can be reached,
i.e., M0[(t, σ)〉NˆM1. This reasoning can be repeatedly applied and henceM⊆ R(Nˆ ,M0) is true. 
Corollary 2 [Sufficient Condition] If the potential explanation net Nˆ is structurally bounded, the basis mark-
ing setM is bounded for any given initial marking M0.
4We use [·〉N and [·〉Nˆ to denote the firing of (·) in N and Nˆ , respectively.
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Definition 19 In a potential explanation net Nˆ , a transition (t1, σ1) is said to be covered by a transition
(t2, σ2) if t1 = t2 and yσ1  yσ2 . 
The converse of Theorem 7 does not hold: typically we have M ( R(Nˆ ,M0). The reason is that if
at some marking M ∈ M, both (t, σ1) and (t, σ2) are enabled and (t, σ2) covers (t, σ1), then σ2 is not a
minimal explanation of t at M . Hence M [(t, σ2)〉M ′ /∈ M, i.e., the marking M ′ is not necessarily a basis
marking. This is the reason why we cannot determine the finiteness of a BRG by simply checking the cover
relation among existing basis markings. To take this into consideration the following two definitions are
introduced.
Definition 20 Given a net N , a sequence σ+ is a T-increase if C · yσ+  0. The unlimited output set of a
T-increase σ+ is a set of places defined as Uσ+ = {p ∈ P | C(p, ·) · yσ+ > 0}. 
Definition 21 In a net N , the insufficient input set of a transition t at a marking M is defined as I(M, t) =
{p ∈• t |M(p) < Pˆre(p, t)}. 
By Uσ+ we denote the set of places whose number of tokens increases by the firing of σ+, and the set
I(M, t) denotes the set of places that have insufficient tokens to enable t at M . Now we present the second
important result of this section.
Theorem 8 [Sufficient and Necessary Condition] Given a net 〈N,M0〉 and a basis partition pi, the basis
marking setM is infinite if and only if ∃Mb1 ∈M such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. in Nˆ a T-increase λ+ ∈ Tˆ ∗ is activated at Mb1 , i.e.,
Mb1 [(t1, σ1)〉NˆMb2 [(t2, σ2)〉Nˆ · · · [(tk, σk)〉NˆMbk+1 ;
2. in the trajectory Mb1 [λ
+〉NˆMbk+1 where λ+ = (t1, σ1)(t2, σ2) · · · (tk, σk), for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, for
all (tj , σ′j) covered by (tj , σj), it holds I(Mbj , (tj , σ′j)) * Uλ+ .
Proof: (If) Suppose that in the basis marking set M there exists a basis marking Mb1 at which both
conditions are satisfied. By Condition 1) the T-increase λ+ can repeatedly fire at Mb1 , and by each firing a
new sequence of increasing basis markings is generated. Since Condition 2) is satisfied, no matter how many
times λ+ fires, no (tj , σ′j) covered by (tj , σj) can be enabled at Mbj + q · C · yλ+ , by firing λ+ arbitrary
q times. This indicates that σj is always a minimal explanation of tj at Mbj + k · C · yλ+ . Therefore by
repeatedly firing λ+ at Mb1 an increasing basis marking sequence can be generated infinitely long, which
indicates thatM is infinite.
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Figure 8: The Petri net for Example 9.
(Only If) If M is infinite, then in M there exists a basis marking Mb1 from which a repetitive firing
sequence Mb1 [σ1t1 · · ·σktk〉NMbk+1 can fire, where σi ∈ T ∗I , ti ∈ TE . Let λ+ = (t1, σ1) · · · (tk, σk).
Therefore Condition 1) is satisfied. Now we prove thatMb1 and λ
+ also satisfy Condition 2) by contradiction.
Suppose that in the trajectory Mb1 [λ
+〉NˆMbk+1 there exists a basis marking Mbj with a (tj , σ′j) covered
by (tj , σj) such that Uλ+ ⊇ I(Mbj , (t, σ′j)). Without loss of generality we assume that such a basis marking
is Mb1 , i.e., j = 1. For each time σ1t1 · · ·σktk fires, all insufficient input places of (t1, σ′1) will receive some
tokens. Hence by repeatedly firing λ+ for enough times we necessarily reach some M∗b1 at which (t1, σ
′
1)
is enabled, which implies that σi is no longer a minimal explanation to enable ti at M∗bi . This indicates that
such an infinite long sequence cannot occur in the BRG, which contradicts the assumption. 
Although Theorem 8 involves the potential explanation net Nˆ , in practice to determine if a BRG is finite
we do not need to preliminarily construct Nˆ . In fact, the conditions required by Theorem 8 can be embedded
into Algorithm 2, providing an on-the-fly stopping criterion whenever the BRG is found to be infinite. This
embedding can be done as follows.
1. During the execution of Algorithm 2, once a basis marking Mb (regardless if it already exists inM) is
obtained, check if there exists some basis marking M ′b such that Mb M ′b;
2. If such a markingM ′b exists, compute the unlimited place set U by checkingM ′b−Mb. For each trajec-
tory from M ′b to Mb, check that for each Mj [σjtj〉Mj+1 if ∃σ′j ≤ σj such that U ⊇ I(Mj , (tj , σ′j)).
The set I(Mj , (tj , σ′j)) can be computed by checking all σ′j ≤ σj in Yc(tj), and this step can be done
by vector comparison for at most |Yc(t)| times;
3. If Step 2 is verified, then Algorithm 2 claims that the BRG is infinite and quits, otherwise it continues.
Example 9 Consider the net in Figure 7 in which TE = {t2, t3} and TI = {t1, t4}. By applying Algorithm 2,
from the initial marking M0 = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0]T the first four basis markings are shown on the right in Figure 7.
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SinceM1[(ε)t3〉M2[(t1t4)t2〉M3 M1, by computingM3−M1, we have U = {p3}. This sequence involves
two steps: M1[(ε)t3〉 and M2[(t1t4)t2〉. For M1[(ε)t3〉, there does not exist an implicit sequence covered
by ε. For M2[(t1t4)t2〉, there are three possible implicit sequences covered by t1t4: ε, t1, and t4. Since
I(M2, (t2, ε)) = {p1, p5}, I(M2, (t2, t1)) = {p5}, and I(M2, (t2, t4)) = {p1}, none of them is a subset
of U , which indicates that from M1 no matter how the tokens in p3 increase by firing t3t1t4t2, none of ε, t1,
and t4 can be a minimal explanation of t2. Therefore such a trajectory can repeatedly occur in the BRG and
hence it is infinite.
On the other hand, consider the net in Figure 8 in which TE = {t1} and TI = {t2, t3}. By applying Al-
gorithm 2, from M0 = [0, 0, 1]T a basis marking M1 = [1, 0, 1]T can be obtained. Since M0[(t2t3)t1〉M1 
M0, we have U = {p1}. There exist three sequences ε, t2, and t3 covered by t2t3, and hence we have
I(M0, (t1, ε)) = {p1, p2}, I(M0, (t1, t2)) = {p1}, and I(M0, (t1, t3)) = {p2}. By I(M0, (t1, t2)) ⊆ U ,
although t2t3 is a minimal explanation of t1 at M0, if the sequence t2t3t1 fires sufficient times, M(p1) would
be large enough such that t2t3 would no longer a minimal explanation of t1. As a result, althoughM1 M0,
from M0 the sequence t2t3t1 cannot repeatedly occur for infinite times in the BRG. The same reason holds
for M2  M1. Hence by Algorithm 2 we finally obtain a finite BRG that consists of three basis markings. It
also coincides with the fact that the finiteness of a BRG cannot be determined by simply checking the covering
relation among existing basis markings. 
Example 10 (Ex. 2 Continued) Consider the net in Figure 9 consisting of the net in Figure 2 plus a place
pmon and a transition tmon. Here, workflows can only be triggered with the permission of a monitor (i.e.,
M(pmon) ≥ 1). In such a case, the classical coverability graph does not always provide a sufficient condition
for reachability. However, by choosing the basis partition (TE , TI) where TE = {tinit} and TI = T \{tinit},
we can obtain a finite BRG that is exactly the one in Figure 4, in which |M| = s + 1 does not depend on r
(the number of workflows) and on the structure of the workflows. The number of basis markings depends but
only linearly from the parameter s. 
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7 Conclusion
In this paper a compact representation of the reachability space of a Petri net, called the basis reachability
graph, is proposed, and its properties are extensively studied. The marking reachability problem in a Petri
net can be solved by a practically efficient algorithm based on the basis reachability graph. The BRG-based
method has wide applicability since it does not rely on particular substructures of the net, and it can be used
to precisely characterize the reachability set of not only bounded nets but also some meaningful unbounded
systems. One of our future studies would focus on the case that the BRGs. By marking the unbounded places
in the BRG as ω we could obtain a basis coverability graph which provides a sufficient condition but contains
more information than a classical coverability graph. Furthermore, other methods in the literature, such as
the BDD [11] and the stubborn set [12] methods, may possibly be incorporated with our approach to further
improve its performance. We will investigate this in our future work.
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Appendix
In this appendix we illustrate how to compute Yc(t) by Algorithm 5 through the following example. Consider
the net in Figure 10, in which TE = {t}, TI = {t1, t2, t3}. First, the matrix is initialized as:
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p1
p2
t1
2 p3
p4
tt2
t3
Figure 10: An example to illustrate Algorithm 5.
 CTI 1
A B
 =

−1 0 1 0 1
−1 0 0 1 1
0 −1 2 1 1
0 0 −1 −1 0 0 0

Now in the first column of A there are two negative components to be picked. Suppose that we pick the
underlined one. By respectively adding Rows 2 and 3 in [CTI | 1] onto this row, two new rows are obtained
and the matrix [A | B] becomes:

0 0 −1 −1old 0 0 0
−1 0 −1 0 0 1 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 1

Then that −1 is marked as “old”. Next we select the underlined −1. By the similar procedure the matrix is
updated as:

0 0 −1old −1old 0 0 0
−1 0 −1 0 0 1 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 1

Since Row 5 is identical to Row 3, we remove Row 5, i.e., it is not added into the matrix. By selecting
the underlined −1 we have:
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
0 0 −1old −1old 0 0 0
−1old 0 −1old 0 0 1 0
0 −1old 1 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 −1 1 0 0
−2 0 0 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 1 1 0 1 1

Note that since it is not possible to increase the −1 in Row 2 Column 1 as well as the −1 in Row 3
Column 2, they are also marked as “old”. Then we select the underlined −1 to proceed:

0 0 −1old −1old 0 0 0
−1old 0 −1old 0 0 1 0
0 −1old 1 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 −1old 1 0 0
−2 0 0 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 1 1 0 1 1
−2 0 0 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 2 0 1 0 1

Row 7 is identical to Row 5 and thus is removed. Since it is not possible to increase any negative
components, all of them are marked as “old” and then Algorithm 5 moves to Step 16. Then we have:
[A | B] =

0 0 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 0 −1 0 0 1 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 −1 1 0 0
−2 0 0 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 1 1 0 1 1
−1 −1 2 0 1 0 1

From A we can compute D. By Step 18 Rows 6 and 7 are removed since they cover Row 3. Then
Algorithm 5 ends and we finally have:
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[D | B] =

0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 1 0

The matrix B indicates that Yc(t) = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5} where y1 = [0, 0, 0]T , y2 = [0, 1, 0]T , y3 =
[0, 0, 1]T , y4 = [1, 0, 0]T , and y5 = [1, 1, 0]T . Each yi is an explanation of t at M if and only if M ≥ D(i, ·).
Now suppose that we want to compute Ymin(M, t) where M = [2, 2, 0, 1]T . Then we check D to verify
if M ≥ D(i, ·). Since M ≥ D(3, ·), D(4, ·), D(5, ·), it indicates that y3, y4, and y5 are explanations of t at
M . By y4  y5, we delete y5. Hence we have:
Ymin(M, t) = {y3, y4} = {[0, 0, 1]T , [1, 0, 0]T }.
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